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Look what we  
did these past 
two weeks! 

Dear Parents, 
 

*Feb. 12th-Friendship Day Lunch & Party (Students will be able to give each other cards and 
treats for our party)  
*Fri. Feb. 19th-Patriotic Program from 1:30-2:15 (Everyone is invited!) 
 
Have a wonderful week!   
Mrs. Rojas 
 
 

Reading 
Skills- 
*Phoneme blending-Say a word, can your child tell 
you each sound in that word? 
*Phoneme Segmentation-Can your child identify 
the number of sounds in a word? 
*Rhyme Recognition-We continued to work on 
producing rhymes. 
*Listen for initial sound of /w/. 
*Practiced writing the upper and lower case Ww. 
*Worked on the following HFW’s no and see. 
*Decodable Books: We practiced reading I Can See 
It 
 
Unit on Presidents and Symbols 
*Named the current president 
*Identified the White House, Capitol, Supreme 
Court 
*Described the difference between a King and a 
President 
*Learned a lot about George Washington, Abraham 
Lincoln, Thomas Jefferson, Barack Obama.  Ask 
your child to tell you what they have learned about 
each person. 
*Congrats to Sandra, Audrey, & Adrian for learning 
all their letters and sounds! 
 
*Congrats to Sarina for learning all her 
Kindergarten High Frequency Words! 
 
 

Math 
*How Many to Ten-The children found different 
combinations that add up to 9 & 10.   
*Shapes-Developed language to describe 
shapes.  (square-4 points, all the sides are the 
same size) etc. 
*Made a shape picture book. 
*Practiced writing our numbers 1-30 
***Congrats to Madison for counting to 100! 
 
 

Writer’s Workshop 
*We have learning about Penguins and are 
writing what we’ve learned.  Ask your child to 
tell you what they know about penguins.    

Author Study 
We have been reading Patriotic books.  Books 
about, George Washington, Abraham Lincoln, 
Thomas Jefferson. Then will be reading about 
The Statue of Liberty, The Bald Eagle, & Mount 
Rushmore. 

Computer Lab 
The children used their drawing tool, text tool, 
sticker tool, & their fill in tool to create their 
pages.  My name is and I am 5/6 years old.  2 
more pages to create, then we can put together 
their slide show for you to view during 
conferences.    

 

Social Studies 
We continue to learn about Presidents and 
symbols.  Has your child started singing their 
songs at home?  So excited for you to come 
and watch our program. 

Thank you for your understanding of my 
absence.  I’m not sure yet when the funeral 
service will be for Dave. (my mom’s husband) 
Hopefully we will know by the end of the 
week. 


